Woodbury Field Improvement Project - Public consultation

SurveyMonkey

Q1 Where do you live?
Answered: 240

Skipped: 0
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ANSWER CHOICES
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Bricket Wood

75.00%

180
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How Wood
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14
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7
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3.33%
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Outside of the local area

3.75%

9

TOTAL

240
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Q2 How would you most likely travel to use Woodbury Field in Bricket
Wood?
Answered: 240

Skipped: 0
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Other (please
specify)
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On foot

69.17%

166

By bicycle

20.83%

50

By car

7.50%

18

By public transport

0.83%

2

Other (please specify)

1.67%

4

TOTAL

240

#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

Electric wheelchair

5/31/2020 10:36 PM

2

Scooter

5/27/2020 12:11 AM

3

I live next to it - of course it will be on foot - but most bring cars

5/26/2020 9:23 PM

4

I live right next to it

5/26/2020 7:38 PM
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Q3 What matters to you when visiting Woodbury Field now and in the
future?
Answered: 240

Skipped: 0

That it is
clean and ti...
That there is
a range of...
That there is
equipment fo...
That there is
equipment fo...
That there are
facilities f...
That it is
easy to get ...
That there are
sports...
That there is
a car park
That it is
safe to use ...
That the play
equipment ha...
That there are
benches to s...
That there is
a café on site
That it is a
natural plac...
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NOT
IMPORTANT AT
ALL
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UNIMPORTANT

QUITE
IMPORTANT

VERY
IMPORTANT

TOTAL

That it is clean and tidy and equipment is in
good condition

0.83%
2

0.00%
0

15.00%
36

84.17%
202

240

That there is a range of equipment and
facilities for all ages and abilities

2.09%
5

5.02%
12

33.05%
79

59.83%
143

239

That there is equipment for preschool children

8.40%
20

19.75%
47

32.35%
77

39.50%
94

238

5.93%
14

8.90%
21

36.86%
87

48.31%
114

236

That there are facilities for older children,
aged 9-14

4.62%
11

8.40%
20

30.25%
72

56.72%
135

238

That it is easy to get to using buggies or
wheelchairs

8.86%
21

12.24%
29

36.29%
86

42.62%
101

237

That there are sports facilities

4.60%
11

18.41%
44

34.31%
82

42.68%
102

239

47.48%
113

31.51%
75

11.34%
27

9.66%
23

238

0.42%
1

1.67%
4

26.78%
64

71.13%
170

239

8.05%
19

14.83%
35

28.39%
67

48.73%
115

236

2.93%
7

7.53%
18

47.70%
114

41.84%
100

239

28.03%
67

36.40%
87

24.69%
59

10.88%
26

239

2.51%
6

15.06%
36

39.75%
95

42.68%
102

239

That there is equipment for children aged 5-8

That there is a car park
That it is safe to use all year round
That the play equipment has a fence around it
That there are benches to sit on
That there is a café on site
That it is a natural place with habitats for
wildlife
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Q4 What type of facilities would you like to see at Woodbury Field?
Please choose your top THREE from the list below or add your own by
choosing other.
Answered: 240

Skipped: 0
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Pump track
Ramps for
skateboards/...
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ANSWER CHOICES
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Pump track

52.50%

126

Ramps for skateboards/scooters

24.58%

59

New equipment in the Play Area

46.67%

112

More sports equipment and facilities

30.42%

73

Boundary Path

28.75%

69

Play Area surfacing

33.33%

80

Natural habitats

26.25%

63

Natural play features eg logs, boulders and mounds

36.67%

88

Other (please specify)

8.75%

21

Total Respondents: 240
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#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

Definitely do not wish to see a pump track or skate board/ scooter ramp as they would spoil
the field's character and area of nreenwood Park is much better suited to pump tracks and
skate board ramps since it is more developed and has facilities.h better suited for a pump
track and skate board ramp.

6/14/2020 6:07 PM

2

Safe area to exercise dogs off lead

5/31/2020 10:36 PM

3

Outdoor adult sports facilities

5/30/2020 2:26 PM

4

Car Park

5/29/2020 11:30 AM

5

outdoor exercise machines with no charge made for use

5/28/2020 11:51 AM

6

A slide for younger children

5/28/2020 10:26 AM

7

It needs a fantastic multi use wooden play equipment with multi uses, bridges, tunnels,
slides, climbing walls, they are great for any ages as parents can walk along with smaller
children and bigger children have fun independently, it also saves having lots of different
equipment where it can all be had in one large piece of equipment that being wood looks
good to look at as well in the surroundings, please see leavsden play ground how they have
done it up and incorporated so much in it suits all ages

5/28/2020 9:50 AM

8

Trampoline

5/27/2020 3:19 PM

9

Ninja warrior and parkour climbing equipment

5/27/2020 1:45 PM

10

Adult exercise equipment

5/27/2020 10:34 AM

11

Parkour climbing equipment. Ninja warrior climbing

5/27/2020 12:11 AM

12

Cycle bumps

5/26/2020 11:22 PM

13

Enclosed area for dogs

5/26/2020 11:10 PM

14

It needs to be secure as there are lots of breaks in the fences and dogs can get out easily.

5/26/2020 10:20 PM

15

Water play?

5/26/2020 9:29 PM

16

There should NOT be attractions that bring additional people with cars or attract teenagers
and increase antisocial behaviour

5/26/2020 9:23 PM

17

Picnic benches

5/26/2020 9:23 PM

18

Gym

5/26/2020 9:11 PM

19

Sandpit area with climbing equipment for 1-5 year olds - similar to in place at Chiswell Green

5/26/2020 6:00 PM

20

Football goals

5/26/2020 5:37 PM

21

Sports equipment for older people too

5/26/2020 4:15 PM
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Q5 Play Area Equipment - In addition to what is already there, what
type of play area equipment would you prefer to see? Choose your top
THREE. The pictures are just examples to illustrate what the equipment
could look like.
Answered: 240

Skipped: 0

57.08%
57.08%

Zip wire

Pendulum swing

8.75%
8.75%

Birds nest
swing

24.58%
24.58%

Multi-play
climbing...

53.75%
53.75%

Accessible
roundabout

10.83%
10.83%
46.67%
46.67%

Trim trail

16.25%
16.25%

Slide

7.50%
7.50%

Swaying bridge
Rope agility
structure

32.50%
32.50%

No additional
equipment

6.67%
6.67%

Other (please
specify)
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5.42%
5.42%
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Zip wire

57.08%

137

Pendulum swing

8.75%

21

Birds nest swing

24.58%

59

Multi-play climbing structure

53.75%

129

Accessible roundabout

10.83%

26

Trim trail

46.67%

112

Slide

16.25%

39

Swaying bridge

7.50%

18

Rope agility structure

32.50%

78

No additional equipment

6.67%

16

Other (please specify)

5.42%

13

Total Respondents: 240
#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

upgrade existing equipment

6/14/2020 6:07 PM

2

Pump track

6/14/2020 5:10 PM

3

Start ramp for the pump track !

6/14/2020 5:01 PM

4

Pump track bmx track

6/14/2020 4:56 PM

5

An Accessible something

5/31/2020 10:36 PM

6

equipment for use by adults - is the "trim trail" for adult use - it looks like kids equipment.

5/28/2020 11:51 AM

7

Football goals

5/27/2020 3:19 PM

8

Gymnastic bars to swing around

5/27/2020 1:45 PM

9

Adult exercise equipment

5/27/2020 10:34 AM

10

Parkour climbing long monkey bars

5/27/2020 12:11 AM

11

The current slide is awful for access for younger children and quite unsafe. A new one is
required

5/26/2020 9:23 PM

12

Gym

5/26/2020 9:11 PM

13

Doesn’t matter which ones are chosen providing they are good quality and regularly
maintained

5/26/2020 8:26 PM
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Q6 Sports Equipment - In addition to what is already there, what type of
sports equipment or facility would you prefer to see? Choose your top
THREE. The pictures are just examples to illustrate what the equipment
could look like.
Answered: 240

Skipped: 0

Outdoor gym
equipment

49.58%
49.58%
32.50%
32.50%

Running track
Goal ends
added to...

45.83%
45.83%

Table tennis
table

24.17%
24.17%
71.67%
71.67%

Pump track
Ramps for
skateboards/...
No additional
equipment

27.08%
27.08%
5.83%
5.83%

Other (please
specify)
0%

4.58%
4.58%
10%

20%

30%

40%

50%
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Outdoor fitness equipment

49.58%

119

Running track, maximum 200m with a 60m straight

32.50%

78

Goal ends added to baskball court to enable football to be played

45.83%

110

Table tennis table

24.17%

58

Pump track - tarmac track with humps and bumps for bikes and scooters

71.67%

172

Ramps for skate boards and scooters

27.08%

65

No additional equipment

5.83%

14

Other (please specify)

4.58%

11

Total Respondents: 240
#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

some little while ago, aorganisation called 'play in the park' or something similar started up
and Woodbury field was one of the chosen loction however after one or two meeting the
mums' protested about the overhead cables running across the field, did not wish to expose
their youngsters and the venue was changed. Presumably this would still applyld

6/14/2020 6:07 PM

2

Pump track

6/14/2020 5:10 PM

3

Fitness bar frame for chin ups

6/10/2020 7:39 PM

4

adult trim trail - path with exercise equipment spaced along it

5/28/2020 11:51 AM

5

Chess/Draughts boards

5/27/2020 12:09 PM

6

No extra equipment needed.

5/27/2020 9:03 AM

7

Parkour, ninja warrior climbing

5/27/2020 12:11 AM

8

Tennis court

5/26/2020 9:23 PM

9

Tennis court

5/26/2020 6:43 PM

10

Trampoline in ground

5/26/2020 6:37 PM

11

trim trail

5/26/2020 5:37 PM
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Q7 Please provide any additional comments about improvements that
you'd like to see at Woodbury Field. Alternatively you can email
isabel@ststephenparishcouncil.gov.uk or contact St Stephen Parish
Council on 01923 681443.
Answered: 78

Skipped: 162
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#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Woodbury Field has poor drainage: to maximise its potential, drainage has to be a priority

6/14/2020 9:11 PM

2

Also make local roads 20mph speed limit to ensure it is safe to walk and ride there

6/14/2020 9:05 PM

3

Woodbury Field is, and should remain a natural area for relaxation and should not be spoiled
by over development (especially without a car park and toilet facilities) - picnics, walks,
swings and ball games are currently enjoyed by all and the addition of out of place
equipment would in all probability make it less safe and less pleasant to enjoy.

6/14/2020 6:07 PM

4

Better access for buggies and all weather Astro turf park play area.

6/14/2020 5:26 PM

5

The pump track would be a great idea

6/14/2020 5:10 PM

6

I think a pump track caters for all ages using bikes, scooters and skateboards and will be
used all year round.

6/14/2020 5:04 PM

7

Different levels for skill on the pump track

6/14/2020 5:01 PM

8

Have a pub

6/14/2020 4:59 PM

9

Cycling track is a must for Bricket Wood COVID has boosted cycling for kids so much but
they need better places to play on bikes

6/14/2020 4:56 PM

10

Definitely dog free areas especially around children’s play area & areas with any other
equipment. Gates unabled to be opened by children. Plenty of rubbish bins. Some all
weather surfaces. Notices re use & behaviour on equipment and respect for fellow users.
Notice, who to call for help, emergency or otherwise.

6/13/2020 5:59 PM

11

I believe an all year round park and cafe would make a huge improvement to Bricket wood
and this is an exciting development

6/13/2020 3:36 PM

12

It is vital that older children have somewhere safe and welcoming to exercise and hone their
skills and encourage them to exercise in a funway.

6/12/2020 6:11 PM

13

There are many places to cycle around the area so I'm not sure tarmacking a lot of this
green space is a priority. However a space that is already tarmac (the basketball court)
would be much better used as skate/scooter ramps which is something very much lacking in
the local area.

6/12/2020 1:18 PM

14

None

6/12/2020 7:51 AM

15

The biggest negative is the very poor drainage in Woodbury Fields which renders most of
the green space waterlogged as soon as Autumn days arrive and nigh on impossible to take
healthy walks and enjoy the space - please consider this as a priority over everything else in
the money spend to rectify this going forward and to make it a community space all year
round for residents and visitors!

6/10/2020 7:39 PM

16

Gymnastics bar to spin around on

6/10/2020 5:25 PM

17

More shade would be beneficial for playing and resting areas from trees.

6/1/2020 2:17 AM

18

The access to Woodbury Field is very tricky for Mobility scooter/wheelchair. Kerbs need
lowering, hedges cutting back & benches need arm rests etc

5/31/2020 10:36 PM

19

This is such a great opportunity to bring the community together. Being able to access it all
year round, with all weather surfaces and a supporting cafe would be a great addition to the
village!

5/31/2020 10:08 PM

20

The whole area should be secure with gates controlling use times.

5/30/2020 2:26 PM

21

stop the town houses parking in Grassington Close.

5/29/2020 11:30 AM

22

Would like to see more adult stuff. At the moment there are childrens play items and I think
that there are enough of those already. Thank you.

5/28/2020 11:51 AM

23

We really need a slide for younger children, the one on the park now is very dangerous.

5/28/2020 10:26 AM

24

As a resident of Bricket wood I always travel to places with fantastic play equipment as the
one In the village is not well equipped it would be lovely to mimic these places, leavsden
country park did their park up and it has the wow factor for all please have a look at their play
area they also have a gym just outside the play area, a bug habitat seduction with mud
kitchen and cafe, also a lovely play area which was not the biggest was wigginton I have
pasted a link in to be seen, these metal play equipment as pictured in the survey are just not
as nice as wooden ones they never seem to be equipped properly for all ages little ones

5/28/2020 9:50 AM
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struggle to use them and they look so unattractive like the stuff we have had in Bricket wood
wooden ones would really keep the authentic look for Bricket wood and you can get so much
on them you don’t need separate slides etc multi climbing frame can be soo much better and
bigger with multi slides and little cabins up with a cafe/shop as well
https://www.google.co.uk/amp/s/freetimewiththekids.com/2019/08/05/wiggington-playgroundreview/amp/ Also a parent and child swing would be awesome to swing with them
25

A safe way for children to cross the road, to get to the park. If it slows the traffic so be it..the
cars come round the bend too fast anyway! Make sure the all weather surface is colourful
and interesting with built in hopscotch and other games and also usable in winter, as its very
waterlogged/ flooded when there has been heavy rain causing massive puddles of mud,
mostly around the bench for parents to sit on making it unusable. Some benches could do
with facing the other way , so parents can be aware of who else is around or coming into the
park. Now we have to socially distance we need a few other things to sit on. Maybe they can
be sponsored or in memory of local people. A good bike rack would be useful and maybe a
stage/performance area.. any improvements would be so fantastic, nature is all around in the
woods surrounding the park but fun areas where litter can be controlled and wildflowers do
not get crushed are in short supply. Some Art and Culture would be nice, a large community
chalkboard or an interesting sculpture might add a nice bonus and make locals proud. I have
watched older kids/young adults make bombs from bottles of coke (leaving all the litter and
mess ) and destroying the trees by pulling off branches. Such a shame these people have
such little respect for their community space.

5/27/2020 8:51 PM

26

Given the profile of youths and gypsies the park currently attracts, I think that facilities such
as a bike or skate board ramp would encourage more teenagers who would drink and
discourage the majority of the community from using the facilities. Bricket Wood has a lot of
young families and dog walkers. It would be nice to have a lovely play area that’s not for
teenagers to drink and do drugs in. It would be great if money could be spent on the security
of the facility and that it’s cleaned regularly. In terms of a car park and cafe that is certainly
not required at an amenity space of this size. A cafe is also going into the nearby station
within the proposed refurbishment. I really hope that the council consider the issues parks
create with youths and spend the money on facilities which will benefit the community
opposed to facilities which encourage youths to hang around and discourage the wider
community from using much needed space.

5/27/2020 7:52 PM

27

More bins that are emptied daily. Possibly some lighting.

5/27/2020 7:10 PM

28

I’m all for the bike track. I think the kids would love, it would encourage cycling, and would
stimulate both body and mind. I also think the addition of the table tennis table would be
brilliant.

5/27/2020 2:14 PM

29

Safe cycle route from Bricket Wood Station

5/27/2020 2:05 PM

30

Megan Enock wrote a letter encouraging people to vote for the park. She would like to be
involved in helping organise the park and have her brownie pack be involved. When the
brownies were asked, a lot of them were scared of the sparks coming off the pylon which is
directly above the park

5/27/2020 1:45 PM

31

The pylon in the park is not ideal. It buzzes and ideally I prefer it to be moved. I would like to
see the field as an attractive site that would have facilities to suit all ages.

5/27/2020 11:19 AM

32

Car Park away from the main road.

5/27/2020 10:06 AM

33

My only concerns with any project for Woodbury Field is the extra need for car parking and
for toilet facilities. Even with the limited equipment there now is that our little close opposite
the park is constantly blocked by cars and that people urinate in our 'turning circe' between
the cars and the wall. NOT PLEASANT!!! Perhaps someone from the Council should come
down at sunset and observe what goes on behind that hideous wall that was constructed
and seldom used? If this project goes ahead, we will definitely be needing double yellow
lines in the close and along West Riding as our local buses have difficulty negotiating the
bend at the junction of West Riding, Lye Lane and Oak Avenue.

5/27/2020 9:03 AM

34

It would be good if there were boards explaining local wildlife and plant types

5/27/2020 8:57 AM

35

Would like a fine balance of equipment and space

5/27/2020 7:55 AM

36

This park is currently awful children have no park in Bricket Wood to walk to currently. The
new park in Abbots Langley is excellent

5/27/2020 7:08 AM

37

N/A

5/27/2020 6:51 AM

38

I would like to see a more natural looking park using natural materials. No more metal
equipment, the park in Abbots Langley is made from wood and looks so nice.

5/27/2020 6:29 AM
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39

Enough bins

5/27/2020 4:46 AM

40

Safety. Have felt intimidated by teenage groups when been there. Cafe and seating area.

5/27/2020 1:19 AM

41

There is nothing in the village for age 9+ children. I think this is a priority. Skate ramps for
use with skateboards, scooters and bikes would definitely be my priority and I feel would be
very well used.

5/27/2020 12:42 AM

42

All weather surface is very important as the soil is clay based and inaccessible during most
of the year

5/27/2020 12:11 AM

43

Would love to see a cafe

5/27/2020 12:02 AM

44

Plenty of bins, seating areas with bbq, toilets

5/26/2020 11:19 PM

45

An enclosed area for dogs to play

5/26/2020 11:10 PM

46

There are so many children with bikes and to be able to practise and build confidence as
well as having great fun and exercise, a pump track would be amazing.

5/26/2020 11:09 PM

47

The pump track is by far the best option for the village and has already received support
from 450 local residents on the recent petition that has already been submitted to St
Stephens council.

5/26/2020 10:54 PM

48

My 7 year old daughter would love to see a bar there for swinging on.

5/26/2020 10:51 PM

49

It’s very important to have a green space fie everyone to enjoy

5/26/2020 10:48 PM

50

Community veg area for all

5/26/2020 10:45 PM

51

Try and sort the drainage!

5/26/2020 10:40 PM

52

Have one entrance and exit to make it secure

5/26/2020 10:20 PM

53

A small cafe, a path around the park, improved playground equipment. Nothing too fancy as
the space isn’t huge. Quality facilities rather than too many things which may be unused. The
new facilities at leavesden country park are excellent, something like that would be great!

5/26/2020 10:11 PM

54

It is so muddy in the winter to make it inaccessible to users. Any improvements should have
this in mind at the development stage.

5/26/2020 10:02 PM

55

Would be lovely to see the play area equipment build with wood material instead of coloured
metal structures so it could blend with the landscape. A lot of plants and trees could be
added to make a shade for the parents whilst the children are playing. A hot/ cold drinks and
ice cream parlour would be lovely to have.

5/26/2020 10:00 PM

56

.

5/26/2020 9:49 PM

57

It’s important as a Bricket Wood resident to provide modern play facilities for young children
to be able to walk to and sports facilities for village residents as they get older.

5/26/2020 9:41 PM

58

Better facilities for a 5yr old a slide where doesnt have a rock climbing to get up it Leave the
rocking horse thing but improve the climbing frame

5/26/2020 9:35 PM

59

Would love to see possibly sand pit? Or splash park.

5/26/2020 9:29 PM

60

More for older children

5/26/2020 9:28 PM

61

I live local to the park and we already have considerable problems with people driving to the
park and parking in West Riding and Grassington Close, frequently blocking drives.
Teenagers park here to use the park as do parents transporting children with bikes, scooters
etc to the park. We also have frequent problems with teenage antisocial behaviour, urinating
around our fences and frontages, driving quad bikes and motorbikes around the park. It is
essential that you do not make this situation worse by installing equipment / attractions at the
park that will encourage additional people which will only make these problems worse. Whilst
it's a nice idea to put extra facilities in the park, those promoting these ideas are not the
people who have to live with the parking and antisocial behaviour issues day in, day out. The
local residents should be considered as a priority.

5/26/2020 9:23 PM

62

We would love to see the existing swings replaced/repaired please. Looking forward to
seeing the new equipment and we will be/ we are frequent visitors. The area is always well
maintained and will benefit from the investment.

5/26/2020 9:17 PM

63

Equipment feasible for older children 8+ but not to become an area where youths come and
be unsocial

5/26/2020 9:01 PM

64

No other comments

5/26/2020 8:55 PM
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65

Bricket Wood Park is in serious need of being updated! The surrounding villages have all got
new and fun parks yet Bricket Wood is still in dire need.

5/26/2020 8:46 PM

66

Any of the things I’ve chosen would be a great improvement

5/26/2020 8:38 PM

67

I worry that it’ll become unsafe or feel unsafe for younger children if there is new equipment
such as a skate park which might attract older children to loiter at the playing fields.

5/26/2020 8:38 PM

68

Y

5/26/2020 8:34 PM

69

Wouldn’t be great to have equipment and climbing frames (especially a slide) for under 5s
current slide can’t be used by all ages!!

5/26/2020 8:29 PM

70

More bins and seating areas also maybe a fenced off dog run

5/26/2020 8:26 PM

71

Enough litter bins / dog poo bins

5/26/2020 8:26 PM

72

I must put forward my total objection to any plans for more teenage engagement. The
parking around Woodbury field is bad enough, and we have a lot of teens in cars all evening
using the park for gatherings and/or motorbiking - PLEASE do not put anything like ramps or
jumps there because it will just make it worse. If you look at the bank holiday weekend, it
was a parking nightmare on West Rising and Grassington Close, us local residents often
have drives blocked and just get abuse when we ask for access to our own properties.
Really, I am all for local recreational developments, but anything done here has to include
more parking and please patrol it - the park is often a no-go area for most of the summer and
autumn, due to abusive teens. So any works done to encourage their activities must also
include some way to make sure there are not more antisocial activities. Thank you

5/26/2020 7:38 PM

73

Important that all ages can play. If older ones are playing football on the court, younger ones
can't so they possibly need a smaller separate area to do this. Swings are currently broken
and the slide is dangerous so definitely need improving.

5/26/2020 6:37 PM

74

Ban dogs from entering the field at all, there are plenty of woods around for them. The field
should be dog mess free, it is unsafe of little kids currently.

5/26/2020 6:28 PM

75

It’s a very well loved park area that would be Well looked after by local residents saving us
having to travel further

5/26/2020 6:22 PM

76

Bins Cctv

5/26/2020 6:17 PM

77

pump track skate facility eco features trim trail

5/26/2020 5:37 PM

78

Please remember that some homes are very close to the boundary and a noise deadening
hedge, would be necessary if it is going to encourage more people into the field, particularly
if the boundary is used more.

5/26/2020 4:15 PM
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Question 7 - Summary of comments
Cafe
Drainage for park
All weather surface to play area*
Boundary path*
Traffic calming
Pavements and curbs/ access
Natural area*
Astro turf
Pump track*
Prohibition notices
More bins
Skate ramps*
Gym bar
Planting to provide shade
Benches with arm rests
Deter parking in Grassinton Crecsent
Fence and gates for whole park
Slide for younger children*
Adult equipment
Parent and child Swing
Wooden equipment over metal
Bike rack
Community chalk board
Lighting
Car park
Toilets
Interpretation boards about nature
Seating area
Community veg area
Sand pit/splash park
Replace swings
Enclosed dog exercise area
CCTV
Noise reducing planting

6
7
2
1
5
2
1
1
9
1
5
3
2
2
1
3
2
4
1
1
4
1
1
1
2
2
1
3
1
1
2
1
1
1

*These comments duplicate what is included in the survey and so
should not be counted twice

